Clarification of What Happened to Our Government

By Anna Von Reitz

No, neither the corporations running the District of Columbia nor those running the Washington, DC Municipal City State have any power to replace or mess with our government. They are both foreign governments under contract to our fifty state governments to provide certain stipulated and enumerated (19) services described as "powers" in the original Constitution. Nothing more or less.

The only way it is enabled to replace our government in any way is if we fail to operate our own government ourselves. That is to a large extent what has happened. We mistook their government for our government because the state and county organizations that were operating our government all decided to incorporate as franchises of the federal corporation in order to get kick-backs known as "Federal Block Grants".

When you incorporate anything you take it out of the jurisdiction of the land and place it in the international jurisdiction of the sea---- a foreign jurisdiction with respect to us.

As a result, what had been operating as our government was "vacated". One day they were functioning as our government on the land jurisdiction, doing their jobs according to the law of the land and occupying public offices. The next, they were operating in the international jurisdiction of the sea and occupying private corporate offices. The only indication of this fundamental change was in how the names of the various offices were presented and styled.

Jackson County became County of Jackson or JACKSON COUNTY, etc.,

It was never explained to the public and I am convinced, never explained to 95% of those who voted to incorporate the county and state governments, either. It was simply a matter of the federales playing upon their greed and ignorance and acting in Breach of Trust and under conditions of non-disclosure to in effect create a "coup d'état on paper".

However, since this was Breach of Trust and commercial contract and fraud and non-disclosure on their parts from the start, it cannot bear discovery. Now that we know what went on, we can bring them to justice and occupy the vacated public offices and run our own country again without interference from the hired help.
I hope that makes it clear to you now and that you will share this information.
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